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T ratio of r-ax'i fairim; -hickess to cable diaerer

a =airi., thickness of the falrirg

F fineness rario of cable and fairing c binarion (c/d)

d cable dia=eter

S frontal area of cable (b-d)

b span of cable

c chord of cable and fairing coc•ination

q dynamic pressure (pV 2/2)

V free-stre_ velocity

R Reyrr---lds number (pVd/g)

p mass density of air

P absolute viscosity of air

a speed of sound

H mach number (V/a)

Angular Setting

a angle o5 attack in degrees (angle between the chord
plane of the cable and fairing combination and the
relative wind vector)
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STU.hY ARY

N[ine two-dýLessionail cable fairings of various thick.esses

and fineness ratios were tested at various Reynolds numbers in

the 18-inch Super.onic Wind Tunnel of the Aerodynamics Labora-

tory. Pitching-.toment coefficients were obtained for an angle-

cf-attack range of approximately -6* to 12° for each model.

INTRODUCTION

Wind-tunnel tests of tmn-dimensirna cable fairings were

conduczed nc the request of the Hydroiiechanics Laboratory of

the Taylor Model Basin (Reference 1). Related tests on faired

cables had beea performed previously at low Reynolds '-,_rbers in

the 8- by lQ-foot Subsonic Wind Tumtels of the Aerocynamics

Laboratory (References 2 and 3). The tests discussed herein

were conducted in the l-inc:i by 18-inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel

of the AerodymAmics Laborator-I to determine the pitching-moment

coefficients of cable fairings of various thicknesses and fineness

ratios at several Reynolds numbers.

The nine different fairing shapes were tested during

August 1958. P' t ching-moment coefficients were obtained for an

1i!-~t-~4~ ais~e ui Atoiut -:.A LQ 12'. Ifhis report presents

the data iL' gapbical format without di:cusbiva aud complete3 Lhe

project.
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The potog=rt ia figure 1 shaws the nine fairing =Agdels

and the si-alaed c•lde behina which the fairings wera testae_.

rhree t ieemesses of fairing "T = G,, 0.6 , 1.0) were tested.

Fairings of eacn. thickness were fabricated ida three chcrd lengths

so thar the cable and fairing co=binations had fine;nes ratios,

-F, of 3, 4 and 5. All of the fairings were rade of alu n-.

Vie 1-inch-dia-eter cable was simulated by Tw-rappinZ ccpper

tubing -round an altmiim bar and then soiderin& it in place.

The fairings and the cable had a span of 6.4i inches and were

fabricated in the Model Basin shops.

Since the test section is iE" inches wide and the =oriels were

to be approximately half this span, an auxiliary wall was fab-

ricated from 1-inch aluminum plate and installed down the center

line of the teat section. The test section width after this

alteration was 6.5 inches. The subsonic nozzle blocks were

installed and since they are an inch thicker than supersor.ic nozzles,

the resulting usable test-sizction size was 5.5 inches by 16 inches.

The models were tested in a horizontal position. The cable

and fairing, being only ';.4 inches in span, cleared the oppr site

wall by 0.c2 inch. Since data were desired on the fairin: nir"

and not the cable, the fairing was mounted on the facep-Ldte- f

a 1-inch-thick, externzl flexure wall balance mounted flusll ir

the door of the test-section wall, while the cable was rounted in

the proper position ahead of the fairing but was fastened to the

auxiliary wall. All of the fairings had a O.c,25-inch tadius concave

leading edge. A curved gap of 0.125 Inch widtn was wainLai-ed

between cable and fairing at all times. Figure 2, shows - fairing

mounted on the balance faceplate on the open door and the

mounted o* the auziliary wail.

A ds iic ws installed on rte .avIi.- w ...'. - -L t-it.tc..

flashing~ s lizýyt if a fiWrin~q happe- ti-- :t,-

a run.
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The balznze could be •r _.e n=. locked at any -ttitudu

between runs., thus eza&'l;mZ rtarticn of the fairing a-_ut the

cable to awy desired angle of ata.ak.

The baJ•_=e leads, were brc-bt out to Leeds au2 Northrop

Spet&,-=ax strain-gage indicators,, fr-n uhict the data were

recorded. The airspeed wa.- reg-ilated by the extent to Vhich

the tunnel operating valre was opened.

DESCRIPTlON _Y TE.STS

Each of the nine configurations was tested at faur free-

strean airspeeds in order to cover the desired Reynoldz nunber

ran•ge. At each airspeed a pif-elina-raeri series was run covering

a n=inal angle-of-attack range of -6* to 1_2° in 2" increents.

Several sets of tare runs were =ade to determine the con-

tribut1ion_ &f the balance faceplate to the gross pitching-monent

data. The tare runs consisted of angle-of-attack sweeps with

both cable and fairing attached to the auxiliary wall, whd.le the

wind forces acting on the balance faceplate were noted.

The Reynolds numbers for the test are based on the cable

diameter (d), and are noted on eaich of the plots.

RESULTS

The data were corrected for tares and reduced to nondimien-

sional coefficients. Wind-tunnel boundary corrections were rt*en

applied to the coefficients. Corrections for tunnel air-stream

angularity were also made before plotting the data in final form.

The four airspeeds at which the tests were conducted corre-

spond to Mach a.nwbers of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. From wind-

tunnel tests on airfoils at these Mach numbers, i- is known that

compressibility effects were negligible at all except the highest

test airspeed (R;ý 2.2 X I05) at angles of attack greater thait t .

For such extreme conaitions the correction for compressibility



effect wiuld not exceed 10 percent of the coefficient Value. rio

cczmressibility corrections wrere applied to the data presented.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 sh=i the variatica of cable-fairing

pitching ,zenit with angle of ;atack far four Reynolds numbers.
Figure 3 shoWs the pi-tchin" ent of the u.6-thick fairings

for the three fineness rat-_os. Figures 4 and 5 show the pitching

=rmont of the O.d-thick znd L.5-.dick falrings. respectively,

for the three fineness ratics.

In general, the data taken at the lowest Reynolds numbers

(R ; 0.6 X 105) are not too reliable because of the light load.

encountered (relative to txe balance design loads). These data

are therefo-re.a left "mfaired. The dant- are believed tZ be

accurate within. the limits shown in the table below.

R X ,0-5 I Accuracy of r

0.6 ±0-07

1.2 ±0.02
L1.7 _±0.01

2.2 ±+0.006

Aerodynamics Laboratory
David Taylor Model Basin
Washington, D.C.
November 1958
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